Helping people to make
space and reminisce

Care & Repair
Gofal a Thrwsio

I feel like I can breathe
again. I don’t feel so
ashamed or embarrassed
to invite people in”
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Foreword
We are pleased to introduce our
impact report on the Attic Project, a
service we started 2 years ago, with
funding from The National Lottery
Community Fund.

staff, volunteers, and our clients is crucial, and
that a ‘slowly, slowly’ approach can yield better
long-term changes in behavior. Most of all, we’ve
learned that this is a crucial service, that can
change people’s lives for the better.

We are proud of the new four-way partnership
we’ve formed, and the achievement, and
outcomes the Attic Project has delivered for
vulnerable older people across Cardiff, the Vale
of Glamorgan and Newport.

The Attic Project works in 3 counties, but we
have a strong ambition to expand the service into
other parts of Wales, to help deal with the unmet
need we think is prevalent across the country.
We will be working to achieve expansion and
sustainability in many ways:

The issue of clutter and hoarding is becoming
much more widely known. Media reports, radio
and television shows increasingly report on how
clutter and hoarding can affect vulnerable people.
Clutter has significant negative knock on effects
in terms of fire safety, increased falls and injuries,
delayed hospital discharges, and preventing
much needed home improvements that can
make vulnerable people’s homes warmer, fit for
habitation and suitably adapted.
This report demonstrates how the Attic Project
has helped address all of these issues for
hundreds of vulnerable people, and facilitated an
overall improvement to people’s homes, health
and wellbeing. We also report on the unique
element of the Attic Project, a “reminiscence”
service where we take time to talk with clients
about the memories behind their cherished
possessions, helping vulnerable and often lonely
people feel valued, less isolated and helping to
improve their wellbeing.
We have learned a lot over two years. The issue
of clutter and hoarding is complex, and in many
cases needs a multi-agency approach across
Local Government, Health, Fire Service, third
sector and others. It also needs expertise in
tackling the complex psychological reasons for
why people clutter their homes, and that in many
cases, long- term support is needed. We’ve
learnt that building relationships between our

• E
 xamining what approaches work well in other
parts of the UK, and learning from these.
• S
 tarting conversations with Housing, Health,
Social Care, Fire Services and Housing
Associations about local need and
co-funding services.
• D
 eveloping a business plan for creating a
social business, and exploring many different
funding options, including commissioned work,
a service clients and their families can pay for,
grant funding, and a mixture of these.
• M
 aking funding applications to Trusts,
Foundations and other grant providers.
We hope you enjoy reading our report, and that
it inspires you to get in touch, find out more, and
explore bringing this great service to your area.

Chris Jones
Chief Executive Officer
Care & Repair Cymru
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What Is the
Attic Project?
The Attic Project is an innovative
partnership project between Care &
Repair and Safer Wales. It is funded
by the National Lottery Community
Fund for three years (Sept 2017- Aug
2020) across Cardiff, Newport and
The Vale of Glamorgan. We help
people aged 50+ to make space at
home and share memories about their
treasured possessions.

We know that people feel more able to let go
of their possessions when they are going to
good causes. We support people to donate their
unwanted items to charity or community groups
where they will be reused. The service reduces
landfill waste and our impact on the environment.

Possessions which accumulate at home can
present a growing problem for older vulnerable
people. Making space at home can:

Sharing or recording the stories behind
possessions (through photo albums, memory
boxes or digital stories) can help people to feel
valued and can improve wellbeing. Capturing
memories can be beneficial for people who need
to part with important belongings, or for those
wanting to share a legacy with family or their
community. It can also help reduce feelings of
loneliness and isolation.

• reduce people’s risk of falling;
• enable hospital discharge;
• reduce the stress of downsizing; and
• c reate access for repairs and adaptations that
make homes safe, warm & accessible.
One-to-one advice and assistance helps
people to make decisions about their homes
and their belongings at a comfortable pace.
Practical support helps people to sort, remove
or reorganise their possessions, enabling
independent living.

Belongings are a big part of our identity and
sorting through them can bring back lots of
memories. Volunteers trained in reminiscence
take the time to talk with people about the
memories behind their cherished possessions.

The Attic Project uses a person-centred
approach to facilitate vital housing solutions for
older people. In the long term it prevents hospital
admission and promotes independent living. This
reduces pressure on Social Care and National
Health Services. The project reduces our impact
on the environment and helps people to live more
fulfilling lives at home.

feedback

Of clients who gave us post-support feedback;

92% felt less stress
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Our Partners

Our Team

Care & Repair Cymru is the national body for Care
& Repair in Wales. We support our local agencies
to deliver quality services that ensure older people
can live independently at home in safe, warm and
accessible housing. We advocate for older people
and influence national policy.

Our Attic Project Caseworker visits older
people at home. She gives advice and guidance
on decluttering and makes arrangements for
handy-people or charities to collect our client’s
unwanted items.

Care & Repair Cardiff and the Vale and Newport
Care & Repair are local agencies. Their
services range from helping with major home
improvements, to small, quick adaptations, falls
prevention and energy efficiency improvements.
Safer Wales is a charity that works with victims
of domestic violence, rape, sexual abuse,
exploitation and hate crime. They house Radio
Cardiff and bring volunteering & audio-visual
expertise to the partnership.

Our Clients
Most of our clients are age 60-79 and
are living with a disability. Just under
half of the people referred to the
service come through our core Care &
Repair services or phone us directly.

Our Reminiscence Project Coordinator
recruits and manages our volunteers. She leads
on the project’s reminiscence activities which
help people to share and record their memories.
We have many volunteer roles within the
project. Our volunteers help people to sort
through their possessions, help people to record
their memories or support our team behind the
scenes in the office.
Our Project Development Officer
coordinates project development, monitoring and
evaluation. She reports to our funders and leads
on planning for the future sustainability of
the project.

Around 1 in 5 of our clients are referred through
hospital or community health teams, and just
over 1 in 10 through local council services.
The remainder are referred through the Housing
Sector, Third Sector, Social Services, Mental
Health services and Environmental Health.

The story so far
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Why do we need the
Attic Project?
Below we have outlined how people’s
possessions can become a barrier to
independent living and why the service
is so vital for older vulnerable people.
Reducing fire risk and limiting damage
Having too many possessions at home increases
the risk of fire. It can create difficulties for fire
services to:
• gain access to properties;
• locate casualties;
• locate gas & electric shutoffs; and
• tackle hotter fires due to the quantity of
flammable materials.
Fire services can contain a fire in the room of
origin for 9 out of 10 cases. In the homes of
people who hoard that figure drops to 4 in 10
cases, with fire much more likely to spread
throughout the home.

Preventing falls at home
The more possessions we have at home, the
more at risk we are of slips, trips and falls. The
NHS suggest that 1 in 3 adults over age 65 and
half of all people aged 80+ have at least one fall
a year. Falls can lead to a loss of confidence and
independence, or cause injury and
hospital admission.
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Assisting delayed transfer of care
Clutter at home can delay or prevent people
returning home from hospital. Delays can be
caused by the need to create better accessibility
in the home or to make space for crucial repairs
and adaptations. In some cases, people are
discharged into unsuitable homes creating a
cycle of ill health which leads to more
hospital stays.
All 13 Care & Repair ‘Hospital to a Healthier
Home’ schemes in Wales have encountered
delayed hospital discharges due to clutter in
patient homes. One hospital estimated as many
as 52 cases a year.
Delayed discharge is estimated to cost the NHS
£400 per bed per day. A stay in hospital that’s
longer than required can detrimentally affect an
older person’s morale, mobility and increase the
risk of hospital-acquired infections.

Alleviating pressure on National
Health Services
Falls are estimated to cost the NHS more than
£2.3 billion per year. In Wales, accidents caused
by poor-quality housing cost the NHS £96 million
per year. Clutter can delay or prevent crucial
home improvements. Improving the poorest
housing could reduce hospital admissions by
over a third and reduce pressure on
health services.

Keeping homes warm
High fuel bills and cold homes disproportionately
affects older people. Possessions can delay
or prevent heating repairs and access for new
insulation. Adequate heating and insulation
reduces the risk of illness, prevents excess
winter deaths and means people can live in warm
homes.

Helping people to downsize
Approximately 5.5 million older people across the
UK are looking to downsize and sell their homes
every year. Downsizing can be an overwhelming
process. Not knowing what to do with belongings
can cause stress and stop people from moving
to more suitable homes.

Reducing social isolation
Many people who seek help from the Attic
Project feel worried, embarrassed or unable to
invite people into their home because of their
belongings. This can create a sense of isolation
and loneliness.

It felt like
there was a
light at the
end of it all
and I can
now take
more pride
in myself”

Over 1 million older people say they always or
often feel lonely. Loneliness can be as harmful to
our health as smoking 15 cigarettes a day. A high
degree of loneliness makes us twice as likely to
develop Alzheimer’s disease. We can reduce
loneliness by enabling people to feel comfortable
inviting others into their home.

The story so far
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196 older people
received advice
& support

41 received support
from a volunteer to sort
through possessions
at home

20 received support from
a volunteer to record
their memories

98 volunteers have been
recruited

1250 volunteer hours
Approximately 1690 bags
have been contributed to
of possessions have
the project
been removed from older
people’s homes

42% of unwanted items
have been recycled,
reused or donated to
charity

An estimated £7,225
has been raised for
good causes through
charitable donations
7

52% of unwanted items
have gone to an energy
recovery facility
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0% have been passed on
to landfill

The difference the Attic Project
makes from the voices of our clients
Jane, Attic Project Client
Jane needed a hip replacement operation
and was referred to the Attic Project by her
Occupational Therapist. Jane knew that after the
operation she would need to use a walking frame
and crutches in her flat whilst she recovered. She
needed to free up some space in her living room.
“After I downsized, I kept telling myself I would go
through all the boxes, but I was working full time
and hobbling around with a bad hip. There’s not
much storage inside my flat so things were just
getting moved around from pillar to post”

Getting support
“After I was referred, someone from the Attic
Project phoned right away and came to visit.
They arranged for Pat, a handyperson, to move
boxes into my outside storage area.”

Home from hospital
“Now I’m home, it’s more manageable to go
through things. I go through a box every other
day. Because someone from the Attic Project
has been checking in with me, it’s given me the
courage to let things go.”

Improved quality of life
“It’s made such a difference. The boxes were
overwhelming me and draining my spirit. Overall,
it’s improved my quality of life – it sounds clichéd,
but it’s true.”

Before

“Pat was lovely. I’ve only let a handful of people
into my flat because I was embarrassed. He
wasn’t judgemental at all.”
“He moved boxes into the storage area, took a
cabinet away, and made space for me to move
my bookshelf nearer to the kitchen. While I’m not
able to reach the top shelves in my kitchen during
my recovery I’ll use the bookshelf as a pantry”

After

feedback

Of clients who gave us post-support feedback;

74% feel it’s easier to get around and
manage at home

The story so far
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Linda, Attic Project Client
Clearing out her uncle’s home after he passed
away got Linda thinking about the future and how
she wanted to free up extra space in her
own home.

Needing a helping hand
“I had cleared the garage without a problem, but
I needed help to do the loft. I haven’t got enough
movement in my arm to pass things down from
the loft after I tripped and broke it last year, and
my sons don’t live terribly close. It can be difficult
getting them both here at the same time.”
“When you’re on your own and can’t do the
things you want, it’s so frustrating”

Getting the right support
Linda’s Attic Project Caseworker arranged for
handy-people to visit and help her with her attic.
“I was ever so grateful when they said they could
come and do it. They took everything down from
the loft, down two flights of stairs and into the
garage so I could sort through everything in my
own time.”
“We’ve lived in the house 37 years and things
had been up there almost that long!”
“I’m pleased everything is clear and it’s safer in
the house for me now. If there’s less stuff I’m less
likely to fall.”
“I tell everybody I meet about the Attic Project,
I say ‘I think they’re wonderful, if you’re worried
about clearing your place, call them!’”
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I think it’s
a brilliant
scheme”

Richard & Katharine,
Attic Project Clients
Following a stroke in 2015 and a series of health
problems, Richard was in hospital at the age of
77 in an end of life care unit.
“Before Richard could be discharged from
hospital, he needed a bedroom downstairs and
space for his chair to be wheeled through the
kitchen to the living room.”
“We had a lot of things. We got great comfort
from them and kept things ‘just in case’. The
rooms were full to the ceiling. I have health
difficulties of my own which affect my mobility, so
clearing space felt like an overwhelming task. I
didn’t know where to start.”

Non-judgemental Support

Richard could return home
“Since having the volunteers visit, I’m now much
more comfortable having people visit. It has
helped me feel more able to declutter and I try to
remove a bag every day.”
“Having Richard home is everything to us, it’s so
important. It means he can spend his remaining
time in the comfort of his own home surrounded
by his family.”
“Without the Attic Project, Richard wouldn’t have
been able to come back home, he would most
likely have gone into a care home. I don’t think I
could have done it on my own.”

“I was nervous about letting people into our
house and worried what people would think.
My Caseworker was understanding and not
judgemental, which made me feel at ease.”
“I was paired up with two volunteers. They were
funny, it was like friends coming around. They
had so much empathy. They didn’t make me
chuck anything out, but they made me want to.”

Before

“We gave thirty mugs from the back room to a
homeless shelter. Knowing that things were going
to a good cause made it easier.”

After

The story so far
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Sharing memories
through the Attic Project
Our volunteers help people to keep
the memories behind treasured
belongings. Our one-to-one volunteers
and regular group sessions mean
people can talk about their memories
together. Older people can create a
keepsake of their memories through
voice recordings, photo albums or
memory boxes. This way people can
share their stories with their family or
their community.
Lulu the Doll
“I had my doll when I was six months old. You
can see she’s a bit battered now. Her name was
on it, if I remember rightly, she was called Lulu.”
“She had very tight curls until I fell into a bath
of water and the curls all came out. We tried
a home perm but no, it wouldn’t take so she’s
looking a little bit scruffy now.”
“My father brought it when I was six months old…
My mother said to my father “you’re going to
frighten the baby” but obviously the baby wasn’t
frightened… I just accepted it and she’s been
with me all these years.”

Lulu the doll

Canon Ball
“It was just when we both retired, David and I.
We thought; let’s go around our own country and
find out things we hadn’t had time for, and we
loved walking.”
“My husband was born just north of Cardigan,
so we spent a lot of time there. We did the
Pembrokeshire Coast Path which was lovely
because we both love walking. We had a little
dog as well.”
“We were walking from Gelron, the old line where
they used to take the steel down to the docks…
I think it was on railway lines, and because I
was doing archaeology I thought ‘ooh what’s this
chunk of iron?’ so we picked it up and brought
it home.”
“I had this drawer full of stuff… my lovely, lovely
ladies who helped me declutter…we were going
through (the drawer) and they said ‘feel this, this
is a little canon ball’ and I said ‘ooh yes, so it is!“
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Group session participant

Group session participant
“You are remembering things that you had
forgotten, and it is a great way to associate
your memories with your belongings – sharing
memories through your hidden treasures is the
right thing to do”

Mr J Hellerman
Ann and Avril

“It brought back good memories and made me
happy. When the recording is complete, I can
pass it on to my grandchildren”

Ms D Pritchard
“I enjoy talking to people, I don’t often get to talk
about my experiences of the war and to share
my memories. After the workshop I have found
myself talking more about my experiences and
about Lulu. People have been asking to see her.”

Ms D Pritchard

My volunteer
was amazing I
couldn’t have
asked for a
better person”
The story so far
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Behind the Attic Project is a team of
compassionate & dedicated volunteers
Kitti, Attic Project Volunteer

Kitti

“My favourite moments were when we found
old photos belonging to the client I was helping,
and when he found his marriage certificate. I
remember the way his eyes just lit up and he
gave me the biggest smile. I enjoyed every
moment of my work with him.
“The stories I heard were interesting. I have
found myself wanting to find out more about him,
his many adventures and the special moments in
his life.”

Jan, Attic Project Volunteer
“I was fascinated by the idea behind the project.
It has been a very positive step becoming a
volunteer with such a worthwhile ethos.”

Jan

“My favourite moment, which sounds odd, was
having a cancellation by a lovely lady for a
third visit! She felt she had been enthused by
the process and wanted to finish the last area
herself. It brought home to me what a strong,
positive reaction that was, helping someone who
thought it was too big a thing to contemplate at
the start.”

Georgina, Attic Project Volunteer
“What I get out of volunteering is most
importantly that I am able to build a relationship
with my clients. I am able to give them the help
they need, whilst allowing them to lead the way.
By doing this I feel as if I give them a sense of
achievement in the process we go
through together.”
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Georgina

Summary
of outcomes
The Attic Project has helped people to;
• Live in their own home for longer and The Attic Project reduces the risk of hospital
make downsizing easier
admissions and reduces pressure on health,
“It’s made such a difference. The boxes were
overwhelming me and draining my spirit. Overall,
it’s improved my quality of life – it sounds clichéd,
but it’s true.”

housing and local authority services by;

• R
 educing people’s risk of fire or
falling at home

• Return home from hospital sooner

• P
 romoting access to mental health
support prior to crisis point

“Without the Attic Project, Richard wouldn’t have
been able to come back home from hospital, he
would most likely have gone into a care home.
I don’t think I could have done it on my own.”

• H
 elping people to live in accessible
homes which are safe and warm

• Learn decluttering skills
“My volunteer helped me to feel more able to
declutter my home and I try to remove a bag of
possessions every day.”

• Share their stories and memories

As well as reducing people’s impact on the
environment by;

• E
 nabling donations to charities and
community groups
• Reducing landfill disposal

“It was lovely to reminisce with others and there
was so many aspects of people’s lives. It was a
marvellous day”

• Reduce feelings of loneliness
“I feel like I can breathe again. I don’t feel so
ashamed or embarrassed to invite people in”

feedback

Of clients who gave us post-support feedback;

96% felt the service had improved their
quality of life
The story so far
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What we
have learnt
The first two years have provided an
opportunity to deliver a unique and
innovative service and to learn about
what works best. Here we outline what
we have learnt regarding the needs
of people whose possessions have
become a barrier to
independent living.
People who need the service most
have complex needs
A broad range of people use the Attic Project for
support. Some clients require short term support
such as a one-off collection of possessions, or
assistance taking things down from the attic.
Many others feel overwhelmed by possessions
which have accumulated throughout every room
in their home.
Most people who need support live with a
combination of physical and mental health
conditions. This can include depression, anxiety,
hoarding behaviours, past trauma, recent
bereavements, social isolation or limiting health
conditions. Dedicated time is needed to support
people in a compassionate and effective way.
This can mean regular long-term support is
needed to make a real impact.
The project has highlighted an understated
problem experienced by vulnerable people in our
communities. There is a clear need for services
such as the Attic Project. We specialise in helping
vulnerable people with their possessions and
prevent people living in unsafe homes. With
further resources the Attic Project could extend
the person-centred service to a larger number of
people in most need.
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Additional support is required for
people with hoarding behaviours
Hoarding disorder is estimated to affect 2-6% of
the population. Hoarding behaviours can lead
to the prevention of home repairs, adaptations,
hospital discharge and dramatically increase the
risk of fire at home. Housing Associations report
costs of at least £35,000 per tenant living with
hoarding disorder.
The Attic Project have received many referrals
for people living with the condition. There is
not enough adequate and dedicated support
available for people living with hoarding
behaviours through health, social care and third
sector pathways.
We piloted practical support for two people with
hoarding behaviours at crisis point. Both clients
wanted to be more comfortable at home and
felt motivated and willing for belongings to be
removed. For one, belongings built up again
before an Occupational Therapy assessment
could be carried out. This prevented access for
crucial bathroom repairs and adaptations.
Removing possessions alone is not a sustainable
form of support and evidence shows that force
removal is traumatising. Mental health support
is recommended so people can address the
behaviours that maintain hoarding. One person
received Cognitive Behavioural Therapy before
being supported by one of our volunteers. As
a result, they felt more able to make lasting
changes in their home through the project.
Further resources would mean we could
include a more holistic support package. This
could involve incorporating additional specialist
staff training and access to support groups or
therapies for people with hoarding behaviours.

Reduced pressure on Local
Authorities, Health Boards and Social
Services across Wales
Consultation with Local Authorities and
organisations beyond our current service area
show a clear need for the project in Cwm Taf. It is
anticipated that by speaking with Local Authority
areas across Wales there would be a similar
pattern of need.
RCT Council’s Prevention & Early Intervention
team explained that; “a project dedicated
specifically to hoarding/declutter that understands
it’s not just about cleaning up, but the support to
someone’s’ mental health that this might entail
is something that we would really benefit from in
the Cwm Taf region”.
Cwm Taf Health Board reported that
hospital discharge for vulnerable patients
with accumulated possessions is “a regular
occurrence once a week or fortnight” and that it
“slows down discharge considerably”.

The Attic Project is a unique service
There is a growing awareness of the detrimental
impacts of clutter on older people’s ability to age
well. We often hear that, ourselves aside, there
is little dedicated, expert and compassionate
support available to help people with
their belongings.
The combination of emotional and practical
support makes us unique. Having the time to talk
about the memories triggered by possessions
can be therapeutic. It can be beneficial for people
who need to part with important belongings, or
for people whose health needs impact on their
sense of self.
For people with dementia, long term memories
are less effected. Reminiscence about the past
can be up-lifting and strengthen relationships.
It can help people to feel more valued and
respected because others can see the person
and not the dementia.
Two in five older people reportedly use television
as their main source of company. Sharing
memories with others can lessen feelings of
loneliness and help people feel more connected.
Reminiscence sets the Attic Project apart other
services. The combined focus on people’s
wellbeing and safety at home makes the project
unique. We improve quality of life by helping
people to live more fulfilling lives in safe,
warm homes.

The story so far
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What next for
the Attic Project?
In the first two years The Attic Project has made a significant
impact on the lives of vulnerable older people across Cardiff,
Newport and the Vale of Glamorgan. We intend to build on this
success. Over the final year of Lottery funding we plan to:
• C
 ontinue providing compassionate and person-centred support for people to
organise their possessions in a way that reduces hospital admission and enables
independent living at home.
• C
 ontinue enabling people to share important memories from their lives to prevent
isolated and help people feel more valued.
• H
 old local reminiscence events and publish the memories collected through the
Attic Project.
• E
 xplore the potential for piloting a support group for people with
hoarding behaviours.
• Publish an independent evaluation report on the service by Arad Research.
• F
 acilitate research and publications in partnership with Cardiff University on the
need for decluttering services for older vulnerable people.
• A
 chieve further funding to continue the Attic Project in Cardiff, Newport and the
Vale of Glamorgan

Our vision is to continue the Attic Project across Wales. We are
actively exploring opportunities for commissioning, grant funding
and social enterprise to continue the important work of the Attic
Project into the future.
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Information Sources
The following sources were used for the statistical information
shared in this report;
• Chief Fire Officers Association CFO
• N
 ational Housing Federation - Hoarding: Key considerations and examples of
best practice
• N
 ational Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) – falls in older people:
assessing risk and prevention
• www.nhs.uk/conditions/falls/
• www.data.gov.uk
• Public Health Wales – Steady on Stay Safe
• Aging Well in Wales – Falls Prevention
• Bre – The cost of poor housing to the NHS
• NHS – 1000 Lives+ – reducing harm from falls
• Age Action Alliance – Warm Homes for Older People
• Age UK – Research reveals downsizing trend
• Age UK – Evidence Review: Loneliness in Later Life

Want to know more?
If you are interested in the service being delivered in your area, or if you just want to
find out more, contact:
Call: 02920 107 580
Email: charlotte.powell@careandrepair.org.uk
Visit: www.careandrepair.org.uk

The story so far
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www.careandrepair.org.uk
find us on

